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A quick-reference geographical guide that puts the world at your fingertips.- An up-to-date look at

political boundaries and physical features- Information for understanding a world in transition-

Full-color maps
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The papers are full of dire reports concerning America's youth and their level of geographic savvy.

Having a big, beautiful atlas at home is great, but how often do the kids pore over the home

reference shelf? The Notebook Atlas is three-hole punched for easy notebook insertion, and for a

thin, light volume it's very complete, with 48 full-color maps and charts of the longitude and latitude

of the world's countries and major cities. The maps are nicely done: colorful and easy to read, they

inspire map literacy and a desire to see the world.

For more than 150 years, in print and now online, Merriam-Webster has been America's leading and

most-trusted provider of language information. All Merriam-Webster products and services are

backed by the largest team of professional dictionary editors and writers in America, and one of the

largest in the world.

These maps are poor quality. The book is a nice size and the maps are detailed, but the coloring

and amount of detail make them extremely hard to read, especially for younger students. I was very



disappointed.

Not to be compared with exhaustive school/library atlases, it's perfect for my needs as a general

reader. It's easy to follow and super-easy to carry around - also has three rings which makes it

suitable for insertion in note books. The price is very affordable. Every student should have one.

Although this atlas was very handy and had loads of maps in it, many were barely usable because

of the teenie print. The margins are large, which may be great for taking notes, but it takes valuable

map space. The map of the United States, for example, is barely readable because of the way all of

the words are squished together.

This is a great resource for my middle schooler to have in his notebook for geography. We keep one

in the house as well for study and discussion purposes for current events.

This is a very thin volume for tugging along to class in your 3-ring binder. I was disappointed but

then again it is fairly thin. Don't expect more, considering the price, than a quick boost of

background knowledge. Still, this will be a big help and is trustworthy. A real find for your budding Jr

High/Sr High-schooler. Good for an at-school homework/classwork assist.

Pretty basic. Has 48 pages of colored maps which show regions of the world to give coverage to the

whole planet. United States doesn't get special treatment - just 1 page. Very brief info given for each

country. Has listing of major cities with their latitude and longitude.

Exactly as advertised. Delivered on time. Kids are using in middle school.

This is exactly what I was expecting and needed. Writing is a little small but can be read.
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